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Name: Flexible Led Neon Light 

Model: / 

LED QTY:  / 

Size: / 

Weight: / 

Certificate:CE,RoHS,FCC 

Specification 
Actual Power 35W Size / 

Input 110-240V,AC,50/60Hz Anti low-high -30-50 centigrade
Inner package 1 pcs/box LED Quantity / 

Lifespan 50,000 Hours Commercial Type / 
Available colors of white/red/yellow/blue/purple CCT / 

Carton qty 1 pcs Coverage area / 
Led tube diameter 7/8/9/10/12 mm Material / 

Description： 
Flexible LED Neon Lights are ideally suited for indoor and outdoor use in a wide variety of creative applications. Unique 
construction, these flexible neon lights are able to directly replace traditional glass neon with better performance, low 
consumption, easier maintenance and can withstand extreme temperatures. It can be cut to desired and easily bent by hand, 
provided with cutting marks for accuracy. LED Flexible Neon is very easy to shape various corners, curves, lettering, logos, 
patterns, motifs, and all other applications where traditional glass neon is applied. Flexible LED Neon Light is made by LED 
with long lifetime more than 50, 000hours. It is made by UV resistance, high inflammable class and suitable exposed outdoor 
location material. It is more durable, impact resistant and simply to maintain. Energy Saving LED Flexible Neon Light has 
been proven to save customers up to 70% or more energy costs. By the way of comparison to glass neon; LED Flexible Neon: 
4.4 watts per meter Glass Neon: 29 watts per meter. Led flexible neon light will help to attract the attention of people in the 
dark, all of our rope lights are guaranteed to be the highest quality 

Benefits of flexible LED neon light: 
1. Energy saving .The power consumption for LED flex neon tube is 4.4W/M comparing with 29w/m glass neon tube.
2. Safety .PVC cover, no need to considering the breaking of the cover.
3. Long life span. Up to 50000 hours during proper usage.
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4. Flexibility. The tube can be bended to different patterns, easy installation.
5. multiple color .Red, Blue ,green ,yellow ,orange ,warm white ,white ,purple ,pink available .
6. Water proof.
7. Anti low-high temperature. -30-50 centigrade
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